From many ateliers we had visited together with professor Romano Benini I stopped
on my choice to dedicate the project work to Gian Paoplo Zuccarallo Couture.
HISTORY
Gian Paoplo Zuccarallo Couture - is an important Italian Traditional Old Couture
brand because in Italian culture as in every Mediterranean culture there is special
dresses for wedding. So Gian Paoplo Zuccarallo Couture is a high level of quality of
Italian fashion. Most famous Stylist have their own collection of wedding dresses and
at the same time this stylists play a vital role to realize these wedding dresses. Paolo
now is famous because wedding dresses are one of the best example of Italian
wedding style of old couture. His a big advantage is to renovate the old traditions of
South Italy on dresses. The biggest atelier of Gian Paolo is located in Bari then in
Rome, Palermo and Sicilia.
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Gian Paoplo Zuccarallo-is one of the important stylist of wedding dresses in Italian
wedding market. He is a famous artisan, craftsman. The traditional aspects are
important for ceremony
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dresses and

Gian Paoplo Zuccarallo puts the drops of Italian tradition in his

collection. It is traditional as a family approach to have these dresses for wedding
ceremony. The top woman of the family translates the wedding dress from generation
to generation. Gian Paoplo Zuccarallo is a designer and stylist who came from
Milano. He has got his education in Istituto Marangoni - Milano Fashion School when
Paolo was in his 17 years old where he spent 3 years for studying and after 4years
trainer ship. He has specialized in old couture in Italy (Milano and Rome) and France.
He was one of the leading stylist for Gattinoni, Nina Ricci. After getting the
experiences in these famous brands as Gattinoni in Italy and Nina Ricci in France,
Gian Paoplo has decided to develop his own collection and work shop for the
ceremony dresses, particularly in bride dresses. Gian Paoplo is 46 years old, he
started his job from Toscana in 1997 and when he was in his 26 years old he created
the atelier in Rome. Paolo got the first inspiration from his Sicilian grandmother who
was a tailor in Sicilia. His first workshop was in Crocetta (is the south of Toscana) but
the dream was to realize the workshop in Rome because Rome is the capital of the
ceremony dresses market of South Italy.
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The main aim was to open the collection of ceremony dresses in the special area of
Rome (where Gian Paoplo Zuccarallo Couture

right now is located) where the

traditional Roman old couture

of 50th and 60th was born. And the way to the dream was through being a teacher in
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IDA FERRI School (F.A.I. – Scuola Abbigliamento Ida Ferri Srl). IDA FERRI is one
of the best Roman practical school for dress making and everything related with
Roman fashion work shop. Ida Ferri Fashion School was founded in 1927 by Ida
Anselmi Ferri, animated by great professionalism and passion for tailoring. From the
beginning, the School patented its own method of modeling and cutting, on which it
proposed and organized several courses of teaching, receiving wide consents and
considerable requests in the fashion world. Born as a family-run business, over the
years it has moved from "Scuola di Taglio e Cucito" to "Scuola dell 'Abbigliamento",
to become "Fashion School" for all purposes with recognition from the most
important national fashion houses and international. Since 2001 the School has
become part of the C.N.A. System. of Rome, (National Confederation of Crafts and
Small and Medium Enterprises), recognized by the Lazio Region; the President of the
School is Luciano Torreggiani, the director M. Paola Marta. In recent years, the
School participates in the editions of RomaSpose and AltaRomaAltamoda, presenting
a collection of clothes designed and built entirely by the students. It is also present at
competitions for young designers, such as Mittelmoda in Gorizia, Riccione Moda,
Grandi Eventi Basilicata, and the Caltagirone event.
PRODUCTION
For Gian Paoplo the meaning of the experience in Ida Ferri school was to expand the
traditions especially for the process, techniques and hand-made creation of the
dresses. You can use the technicalities, the innovation for the collection but it is
important that the process and materials respect Italian traditions. Every dress is
totally hand-made. In the collection you can see only the idea of the client. Every dress
is customized, it means you can’t find a readymade form of any dresses, each dress is
made according to the idea, desire and needs of a particular client. There is a big
relationship between the idea of an client and an idea of the stylist. The creation
of the dress occurs together with the bride including choosing the material, color etc.
Because it is important moment for the bride. The first meeting with a client is vital
for both Paolo and bride because at this meeting he spends 8 hours to be closer with
the owner of future wedding dress to realize all needs. The making of the dress is
composed from several steps but the an initial step is changeable. What does it mean?
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It means that if the bride decide to change her mind in choosing

another style, it is possible only on an initial step when the process comes to the final
step. All process is done in the atelier: discussing, design, sketch, fitting, final sewing,
packaging. The last fitting of dress occurs one week before the wedding ceremony.
And he demands all comments about wedding dress after ceremony.
The average price of wedding dresses of Gian Paolo is between 3600-3700euro till
13000 euro and might be more. To prepare and realize the dream of bride it takes 30
days for him with working 8-10 hours every day.
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Gian Paolo is not only stylist for wedding dresses but also a stylist for a special old
couture collection. Only natural, Italian materials and accessories with the high quality
and hand-made materials are used in a production. The purpose of Gian Paoplo
Zuccarallo Couture is craftsmanship not a commercial distribution. The limited
number of dresses especially the hand-made ones does not allow to implement a
commercial distribution.
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EXAMPLE DRESSES
⦁

The realization of this masterpiece takes more than 100 words to describe the

work on it. The hardest work is the realization of 3rd dimension of a dress. The
process is very interesting because the embroidery of this white dress is original and
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mainly using “flat fabric”. Cotton and silk are the major materials that are used as a
stand to apply crystals on the fabric with hands. The inner side of dress especially the
breast part has a fabric that has been attached in the opposite for that reason you can
see the transparency inside.
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⦁

It is one of the wedding collection dresses of Gian Paolo Couture. To realize this

dress usually used two or three dressmakers and two or three embroiderers. In this
kind of work the lace is not put inside or on the dress but it’s a sheet exactly in the
same realization: sheeting with the dress. You do not need to cut the lace but the lace
is a sheet on the embroidery together. As you can see there are Swarovski stones
attached to the lace. This dress is hand-made as well.
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⦁

This dress is composed with two parts: corset and body. This design gives the

impression of multidimensional shape. Corset covers shoulder and breast. The corset
was worked with silk and cotton. These kinds of dresses are included in the list of
expensive ones because its lace and
application are not already put over the fabric but they are joined at the same time
together during the realization of the particular dress. The laces are totally hand-made.
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⦁

This dress with its original design and idea inside of this creation means :”time is

destroying the dress”, so half is real and half is transparency because it is a passage of
the time. The important thing is dress’s right standing but material is very light and
it’s hard to connect every part of the dress to each other. Everything including flower,
application, lace is hand-made in the atelier located in Rome.
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⦁

This dress is a masterpiece. The idea is to realize a dress from the naked person.

For that reason the transparency is used to cover the naked body of women with this
incredible techniques and style. There are two different kinds of lace on this dress: the
lace that covers nudity and body, and the lace that corresponded to the dress. These
laces are different from each other. All elements are hand-made.
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⦁

The blue dress is composed from two parts that are joined to each other. The top

part is the net with applied stones and bottom part is the fabric of monotone blue
color. To create this dress was used the net that is not commercial, it is a net of
fisherman coming from South Italy. This dress is a hole style work.
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⦁

This is the Spanish style of wedding dresses of South Italy. Because there are

some similarities between embroiderers of South Italy and South Spain especially for
this kind of laces. Bottom part is sewed with the red colored lace, that is totally
handmade. The final process is to join the embroidery with tulle and lace.
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⦁

This wedding dress is with 3D dimension of the flower on fabric. We can see two

types of flower: one type is painted on the fabric, another one is 3D dimension with
Swarovski stones in the middle of the flower. These types are related with each other.
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COMMENTS
A wedding is a ceremony where two people are united in marriage. Wedding is a
special day in the life of each girl having the dream from the childhood ages. Wedding
traditions and customs vary greatly between cultures, ethnic groups, religions,
countries, and social classes. Most wedding ceremonies involve an exchange
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of marriage vows by the couple, presentation of a gift (offering, rings, symbolic item,
flowers, money), and a public proclamation of marriage by an authority figure or
celebrant. Special wedding garments are often worn and depending on the culture and
country of origin those special wedding garments could be different. But in most of
them the white color is dominant. Wedding garment plays significant role in my
country from the first time of entering in the ceremony room for the view of guests.
The dresses definitely should be long and fluffy. The wedding garments of Gian Paolo
became an important topic for describing the part thing of my dream from the
childhood ages as well. Because I was sure that his atelier is the girls paradise and I
entered into the world of that paradise together with Gian Paolo. If you want to be a
good stylist in old couture it is important that you know your work not only the
design, style but also the work where you use not only your brain but also the hands.
And coming to the conclusion of the paper-work I would like to confirm that Gian
Paolo is a professional of his job. He is a father of wedding dresses. As a detail
focused wedding stylist and designer, his role in the wedding is to curate all the visual
aspects, by pulling together the personal tastes of customers with his distinct eye for
beauty, elegant style and artistic skills. Acting as designer his approach to wedding
and events is to design spaces that inspire and excite the female customers so they
enjoy the planning rather than worrying over your vision coming to life on the day. In
my opinion, Gian Paolo’s ultimate aim is to create cherished memories that everyone
will remember for years to come.

His wedding styling services are for the

heartfelt couple wanting to celebrate their wedding in an elegant, timeless and deeply
personal manner because he is offering a warm and friendly service, working closely
with a bride on every step towards the big day.
Gian Paolo specializes in artfully crafted, sourced and collected unique design and
details for every single event. Because he truly dedicates himself myself to the
wedding as if it were his own and from the first conversation everyone will feel the
energy and excitement begin. That
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was my impressions about professional wedding stylist that was saved in my mind as
an important Italian Traditional Old Couture brand.
At the end of meeting I decided to take a memory photo.
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